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Introduction

A wheel mounted on a spindle may be rotated in either of two directions.

Thus rotation is a property which may be adjoined to a wheel in either of two

ways. Analogously, orientation may be thought of as an arbitrary property

which may be adjoined to any not null circle in two ways, thus giving rise

to two oriented circles. In the mathematical development of this idea, two

kinds of tangency present themselves, called proper and improper tangency.

The study of oriented circles in two dimensions has been interestingly de-

veloped, especially by Laguerre, who discovered a one-to-one transformation

of oriented circles that preserves one kind of tangency but not the other.

In this paper I have considered oriented circles in space of three dimen-

sions, and found a few theorems about invariants and linear systems. In

one respect the results are disappointing, because all attempts to generalize

the transformation of Laguerre were unsuccessful.

1.   PeNTASPHERICAL CONTINUUMf

All configurations considered in the following pages are supposed to lie in

what may be called a perfect pentaspherical continuum, that is, a set of objects

called points in one-to-one correspondence with all sets of five homogeneous

coordinates, not all zero, x0 : X\ : x2 : x3 : xt, which satisfy the relation

4

(1) Y,x2 = (xx) = 0.
«=0

To have something definite in mind, let us observe that the points of finite

cartesian space can be made into a perfect pentaspherical continuum by

adjoining to them an infinite number of ideal points forming an ideal null

sphere.    Points that satisfy a linear relation

4

(2) HyiXi =(yx) =0

form a sphere.    The five coefficients (y) are regarded as the coordinates of

* Presented to the Society, January 2, 1915.

t Darboux, Sur une classe remarquable de courbes et de surfaces algébriques.
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the sphere. If (y) satisfies (1) the sphere is null and the point (y) is its

vertex. In the extended cartesian space above alluded to, the isotropic planes

appear as null spheres whose vertices are the ideal points. We use the same

notation for point and sphere coordinates, but no confusion will arise from it.

The angle of two not null spheres ( x ) and ( y ) is found to be

a\ a     -i    (*y)(3) 0 = cos 1
(xx)<(yy)'

We shall study, in general, properties that are invariant under the group of

conformai transformations of our space, which will be given by the orthogonal

substitutions in the coordinates ( x ).

2.   PlÜCKER  COORDINATES*

Two spheres, ( x ) and ( y ), will intersect in a circle.    Consider the quantities

• (4) Xp.y = (xiy¡ - x,yi)

where X is a proportionality factor, not zero. If any other sphere of the

pencil through this circle be used, e. g.,

Ixi + myi (i=0,l,2,3,4),

the effect will be merely to multiply every p»y by the same factor. These

quantities are called the pliicker coordinates of the circle. They are connected

by the following relations :

(5) Pij =  - Pa,        pa = 0 (i,j =0,1,2,3, 4);

^ßo(pp) = pn p3i + pis pa + Pu p23 = 0,

^ßi (pp) = P02 PiZ + Poi Pz2 + Poz P2i = 0,

(6) eß2 (PP) = Poi Pzi + Poz Pa + Po4 Piz = 0,

^ß3 (pp) m poi pi2 + poi p2i + poi Pu = 0,

|ß4 (pp) = poi P2Z + Po2 Pm + Poz Pi2 = 0 .

Conversely, every set of quantities pij not all zero, that satisfy (5) and (6),

represent a circle. Of the twenty coordinates pa (i +- j), ten may be selected

in several ways that are essentially different, that is, no two of them are con-

nected by (5), e. g.,

POI , P02 , POZ , P0i , Pl2 , PlZ , Pli , P2Z , P2i , Pzi ■

The other ten are merely the negatives of these.

If a set of numbers p,y and q„ satisfy (5) alone, then the following identities

* Koenigs, Contributions à la théorie des cercles dans l'espace, Annales de la Fac-

ulté des Sciences de Toulouse, vol. 2 (1888).
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will hold,

(7) HiVijüjiVV) "0 (¿=0,1,2,3,4),

(8) E; Pa üjilP) = - 2 Ey ?y fiy (PP),

where by ßy (op) is meant the polarized form of §ß, (pp). From (7) we see

that only three independent conditions are imposed by (6). For suppose

for example that p3i 4= 0.   Then if

n0(pp) = ßi(pp) = ®2Ípp) = o,
it follows that

ü3ipp) = Sliipp) = 0.

The condition that two circles be in involution, that is, that each be ortho-

gonal to a sphere through the other, is

(9) Eü Pa Qa = ° •

The condition that two circles be cospherical is

(10) ttiipq) = 0, (¿ = 0,1,2,3,4),

only two of which are independent conditions.

The condition that a circle be null* is

(ii) Epo=o.

The common orthogonal sphere of two non-cospherical circles is

(12) \Xi = Qiipq)-

This is null and the two circles have a common point if

(13) Ey[ßy(7*7)l2 = 0.

Two circles are in bi-involution, that is every sphere through either is

orthogonal to the other, if

(14) E»Pi»frn = ° (¿,; =0,1,2,3,4),

where only four of the equations are independent.

3. Orientation of circles

Let us introduce a redundant coordinate, p, defined by the relation

(15) Zp2J + P2 = 0,

in which the summation is to be taken over only ten essentially different

plücker coordinates, that is, no two of which are connected by (5).    Two

* In the extended cartesian space to which we have alluded, in § 1, the isotropic lines

appear as a special kind of null circle. They satisfy (11) but cannot be transformed into

other null circles by any conformai transformation.
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values of p, differing only in sign, go with every set of plücker coordinates

except in case the circle is null when the redundant coordinate is zero on

account of (11). Now let us say that in place of every not null circle, we

have two oriented circles that differ only in orientation. In the real domain,

it is customary to think of the two orientations of a circle as the two directions

in which a moving point may describe it. In general, however, we may

think of the orientation merely as an arbitrary property that may be adjoined

to any not null circle in two ways. In the case of a null circle the two orienta-

tions are said to coincide. Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between

the oriented circles and the quantities pa and p, satisfying (5), (6), and (15),

which are accordingly called the coordinates of the oriented circles.

But we can give a much more satisfactory meaning to the orientation of a

circle. In the pencil of spheres through a not null circle are two null spheres

whose vertices are called the foci of the circle. Let (x) and (y) denote the

coordinates of the foci of a not null circle. The two null spheres through the

circle have also these same coordinates ( x ) and ( y ). Let the orier.tation of a

circle be a discrimination in favor of one of the foci, by saying that the circle

whose first focus is (x) and second focus is (y) differs in orientation from the

circle whose first focus is ( y ) and second focus is ( x ). In the case of proper

null circles the foci coincide and the two orientations coincide as they ought.

If the circle is an improper null circle, consisting of two coincident isotropic

lines, every sphere in the pencil through it is null, and the orientation becomes

illusory; but we shall define the two orientations as coincident also in this case.

We shall establish definite connections between this definition of orientation

and the choice of the sign of the redundant coordinate by the following formula

which gives the coordinates in terms of the first focus (x) and the second

focus (y):

(16) ppn = Xiyj - Xjyi,       pp = (xy).

We must, of course, show that this value of p satisfies (15); but first observe

that if the rôles of (x) and (y) are interchanged, the sign of every p,-y is

reversed, but p is unaltered, which, by the homogeneity, amounts to changing

the sign of p alone. Equation (15) may be multiplied by 2 and written in

the form

Íp]j + 2p2 = 0,
i,y=o

where the summation is taken over all coordinates and not merely over ten

essentially different ones.    Substituting the values given by (16) we obtain

4

E [ x\ y) - 2xí Xj y i z/y + x) y\] + 2 ( xy )2

= (xx) (yy) -2(xy)2 + (xx)(yy)+2(xy)2 = 0,

because (xx) = (yy) = 0, according to (1).
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It would be perfectly logical to take p = — (xy) instead of as in (16).

It would only have associated the opposite orientation or choice of foci with a

given choice of the sign of p. However we shall cling to the association estab-

lished by formula (16).

If the circle is an improper null circle we may take the (a;) and (v) as

any two of the null spheres passing through it, and (16) holds true because

( xy ) = 0, and hence p = 0 as it ought. But in the case of proper null circles,

formula (16) becomes illusory by giving zero for every coordinate, since

(x) = iy). We can generalize (16) in a manner to cover this case and also

prove useful later on. Let (.?) be the null sphere whose vertex is the first

focus of a circle, and ( z ) any other sphere through the circle, and let ( y ) be

the second focus.    Then

yi = \Xi 4- ßZi (¿ =0, 1,2,3,4).

Substituting for iy) in (16), and setting p/ß = a, we obtain

0-p,j  = Xi Zj - Xj Zi ,

(17)
<jp = ixz),

where (a;) is the first focus and (2) is any sphere through the circle other

than ix). This formula is equivalent to (16) if the circle is not null, and

evidently holds in all cases.    For null circles we have

ixz) = 0   but    ix) # (a).

Conversely, if we are given a set of coordinates, p,;, p that satisfy (5),

(6), and (15), we can calculate the first focus (a;) by the formula

(18) X.r, = pYli Va fe - Ei E» Pi» Vi« fe     (¿ = 0,1,2,3,4),

where (?) is any sphere not orthogonal to the circle. In order to prove this

formula, let us assume that (x') is the first focus of the circle in question

and (2) any other sphere through the circle, and seek to prove that

Xi = ßx'i {i = 0,1, 2, 3, 4).

Now formula (17) gives the coordinates in terms of (a;') and (z), and these we

substitute in (18), recollecting (a;' a;') =0.    The result is

Xa;,- = ( x' z ) ^j i x'i z¡ — x'¡ z¿ ) £,• - E; E" ( x'i z* ~ *» z¿ ) ( x'i z» - x» zi ) fe

= ix'z)[x'iizH) -Ziix't)] -x'iizz)ix' Z) +aú(ar*a)(*E)

+ *(*'*)(*'{) = [2(*'¡0(a{) -izz)ix' k)]x'i.

Q. E. D.

To obtain the second focus of the circle, we need only change the sign of the

redundant coordinate in formula (18).
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An improper null circle is in bi-involution with itself, that is, each sphere

through it is orthogonal to every sphere through it. The conditions for this

are formed from (14) by making (2^) = (q), giving

E»P»nP;n  = 0 (i,j =0,1,2,3,4),

and furthermore p zero. Hence formula (18) is indeterminate, giving zeros

on the right, as we should expect since there are no determined foci for an

improper null circle.

4. Angle of two oriented circles

Consider two not null circles (p) and (o), both lying on a not null sphere

(z), and for the present let us think of them as not oriented. They meet at

some angle, or rather a pair of supplementary angles which we wish to calcu-

late. Let (u) and (v) be the coordinates of two spheres orthogonal to (3)

and meeting it in the circles (p) and (g) respectively. Then (u) and (v)

meet at the same angles as ( p ) and ( 0 ). Forming the plücker coordinates

of the two circles from (u), (z) and (v), (2), as in formula (4), we have,

since (uz) = (vz) = 0,

Epo_9íj_   a\(uv)    («*)l/   I (uu)    («z)j   /,(w)    (rz) _       (uv)

^EpI-JË/I     l(zr)     (zz)IMI(zm)     (zz)\\ ](zv)    (zz)     V(ww)V(ct")'

where the summations are to be extended over only ten essentially different

terms. By (3) this is the cosine of the angle made by (u) and (v), and so

it is also the cosine of the angle made by (?;) and (q), the choice of the sign

of the denominator determining which of the two supplementary angles we

have. Suppose we now orient the circles ( p ) and ( 0 ) by giving the redundant

coordinates p and 0, and define their angle 0 to be

0 = cos-&^.
- pq

What we have here done is to give a law by which one of the two angles is

determined when the orientations are given; and we choose the negative sign

in the denominator so that an oriented circle will make a null angle with itself,

as is seen by making (q) identical with (p) and attending to (15).    Hence

2sin*0/2 = l-cos0 = I>^ + P9.
pq

The circles are tangent if the angle is zero or ir. We shall define them as

properly tangent when their angle is zero, and improperly tangent when it is it .

For proper tangency then

EPü Qü + pq = 0.
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The expression

Uva °ii

formed for any two not null circles, is an absolute invariant under the con-

formal transformations of our space. It was first studied by Koenigs,* and

again by Coolidge.f

We wish to examine a similar absolute invariant, namely

pq

the summation extending over only ten terms. This is defined uniquely

for any two not null circles. Let us generalize the angle, 6, of any two not

null oriented circles ( p ) and ( q ) by the definition

(19) £ sin2 0/2 = ûipq).

As we saw, when the two circles lie upon a not null sphere, 8 is a particular

one of the two supplementary angles at which they intersect. In the general

case the following construction gives an angle equal to 6.

Pass a sphere through ( p ) tangent to ( q ), and pass another sphere through

iq) orthogonal to the first sphere. These two spheres meet in a circle, (r),

tangent to ( q ) and cospherical with ( p ). Let ( r ) be oriented so as to be

properly tangent to ( q ) ; then the angle made by ( r ) and ( p ) is equal to 6.

Now two spheres may be passed through ( p ) tangent to ( q ), and further-

more the rôles of ( p ) and ( q ) may be interchanged, so that this construction

can be made in four ways. All four angles are proved equal to 6 as follows:

Calling 4> the angle of ( r ) and ( p ), and recollecting that ( r ) and ( p ) are

cospherical, we have f sin2 <p/2 = û ( pr ). Hence we need only prove that

t?(pr) = &ipq). Both û ipq) and the angle above constructed are invariant

under the conformai transformations, and so we may begin by moving the

circles into a convenient position relative to the coordinate system. Ac-

cordingly, let the sphere through (p) tangent to iq) be (0,0, 0,0,1), and

that through ( q ) orthogonal to it ( 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 ). Then by means of (4)

we see that all plücker coordinates of (p) are zero except those with the

subscript 4, and all of ( q ) are zero except those with the subscript 3.    Hence

,,     v      P34 «34 + pq
dipq) = -.f2 pq

The oriented circle ( r ), being the intersection of the two spheres given above,

* Loc. cit., p. 79.
t A Study of the circle cross, these Transactions,  vol. 14 (1913), p. 149.
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has but one pliicker coordinate not zero, r34.    By (15),

r23i + r2 = 0.

Since ( r ) and ( q ) are properly tangent,

934 rzi + qr = 0.

Multiplying by r and substituting — r2.,, for r2, we obtain

q%i rr3i — qr23i = 0,    or    q3i = ru/r ■ q.

Hence

„, , x      Pu «34 + pq     Pzi rzi/r ■ g + pq     p3j r34 + pr
a (pq) —- = - = -= d(pr).    Q. h,. D.

fJ pq pq pr w   y      H

Now we fixed upon no special one of the four constructions. The same

proof holds for all four. This establishes the uniqueness of the construction

of the angle, and completes the proof of the theorem.

The construction for the angle is seen to yield, in the case of cospherical

circles on a not null sphere, the angle at which they intersect, as it ought. In

this case, a sphere through (p) tangent to (a) is merely the sphere on which

( p ) and ( a ) lie, and the constructed circle ( r ) coincides with ( q ). As to

circles lying upon the same null sphere, which case has not been covered yet,

recourse to formula (16) shows that two not null circles with the same first

focus, or the same second focus, have a null angle ; and if the first focus of one

coincides with the second focus of the other, their angle is it . This is ac-

cording to the definition by formula (19). But two circles, in fact, any two

curves upon a null sphere considered in cartesian space meet at a null or a

straight angle. For their angle is that made by their two tangent lines at

their point of intersection. These two lines lie in an isotropic plane tangent

to the null sphere, and so make a null or straight angle. This lends reasonable-

ness to the definition by formula (19). Finally, if the circles are in bi-involu-

tion, the construction for their angle falls through; for all spheres through

either are orthogonal to the other. Formula (19) gives their angle as a right

angle, as we can prove by use of (14).

Our definition of proper and improper tangency was given only in case of

circles on a not null sphere.    We can now extend this definition:

If two not null circles are tangent in the sense of meeting in two coincident

points, then they are properly tangent if their angle is null, and improperly

tangent if their angle is it .

5. Some miscellaneous theorems

Formula (19) confronted by (14) yields

Theorem 1.    Two not null circles in involution make a right angle.

Every linear combination of two oriented circles

fii = Xp¿y + pqa,        r = \p + pq,
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will be the coordinates of an oriented circle, i. e. satisfy (5), (6), and (15),

if and only if

ßi(p«)=0    (¿ = 0,1,2,3,4),       T#iiiii + M -o.

Thus (p) and («) must be cospherical and make a null angle if their angle

be defined. If they lie upon a not null sphere, they are properly tangent and

( r ) sweeps out the properly tangent pencil determined by ( p ) and ( q ).

But if they have the same first focus, or same second focus, they satisfy the

conditions, and ( r ) sweeps out the pencil, not necessarily tangent, determined

by (p) and iq) upon the null sphere which is the common focus. In fact if

we take four oriented circles all having the same first focus (or same second

focus), each two will satisfy the above conditions, and so the values (r), linear

combinations of the four, will be the coordinates of oriented circles; and (r)

will sweep out every oriented circle having that first (or second) focus.

An invariant of four oriented circles which should receive mention is

[ Hph qg+pq ] t Er¿y Sjj+rs ] = sin2 fflpg sin2 \9„

[ EP'7 s¡j4-ps ] [ Er>7 qa4-rq ]     sin2 \dps sin2 \6rq '

If any of the circles is null the invariant still exists but cannot be expressed

in terms of the angles which are not determined for null circles.

Theorem 2. The locus of the first foci of the oriented circles on a given not

null sphere that cut a given oriented circle thereof at a fixed angle, is a sphere

through the given circle.

Let (z) be the given sphere and (a) the first focus of the given oriented

circle iq), and (x) the first focus of an oriented circle (p) on (z) cutting (q)

at the fixed angle 9 = cos-1 k.    Then

0     Upaqu     jxa)jzz) - jza)jxz)
COS V — -=- = -t-r~,-:- = k ,

— pq — i xz ) ( az )

or

(zz)(a-a) + ik - l)(za) (.rz) = 0.

Hence ( x ) satisfies a linear relation and generates a sphere.

Theorem 3. Given six independent homogeneous equations in the coordinates

Pij and p, of degrees rei, n2, n3, ni, res, w6 respectively; in general there will be

just lOrei re2 re3 re4 re5 re6 oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy the conditions.

Now equations (6) constitute only three independent conditions. If we

solve the first three equations of (6) together with the given equations and (5)

and (15), we obtain 16rei re2 re3 re4 reg re6 solutions. All of these for which

P34 4= 0 will satisfy the last two equations of (6) as we saw by (7). But if

any of these solutions have p34 = 0 they must be rejected for they will not in

general satisfy the last two equations of (6), since these are independent of
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the first three when pzi = 0.    Solve

Qo(pp) = Qi(pp) = pzi = 0

together with (5), (15) and the six given equations, finding 8ni n2 713 n4 n5 n*.

solutions.    By (7) these are seen to satisfy

Pzi^li(pp) = 0,       puQi(pp) = 0,

so they are divided into two categories : those that satisfy Q2(pp) = 0 and

those that satisfy pz2 = p42 = 0.    Finally solve

PZ2 = Pa = p3i = 0

with (6), (15), and the given equations, and get 2ni n2 n3 nA no no solutions.

These evidently make ßo (pp) = ßi (pp) = 0; ß2 (pp) +0. Thus there are

6ni n2 n3 n4 n5 no solutions for which

%(PP) = ßi(pp) = ®2(pp) = pzi = 0

and for these

Q3(pp)Qi(pp) #0. Q. E. D.

Suppose we select p and any ten essentially different pliicker coordinates,

and regard them as the homogeneous coordinates of a point in ten-dimensional

space. Then Theorem 3 shows that oriented circles correspond to a six-

dimensional spread of tenth order lying in the ten-dimensional space. We

shall denote this ten-dimensional space by Si0; and the six-dimensional spread

of tenth order by S\°.

6. The linear hypercomplex

All oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy a single linear homogeneous

relation shall be said to form a linear hypercomplex.   The general linear equa-

tion contains twenty-one terms, but by aid of (5) twenty of these combine in

pairs and yield

(20) JlaijPij + ap = 0,

where the summation extends over only ten essentially different terms. The

hypercomplex is called reduced in case a = 0, and is called special if ß* ( aa ) = 0

(■¿ = 0,1,2,3,4). If the hypercomplex is neither reduced nor special,,

and if furthermore E [ ̂ » (aa ) I2 + 0, then it is said to be general.

The linear hypercomplex corresponds in S10 to the points of S6° in a hyper-

plane.    A hyperplane is determined by ten of its points, hence

Theorem 4. Ten arbitrary oriented circles determine in general one linear

hypercomplex of oriented circles whose coordinates are linearly dependent on

those of the ten.

In a special linear hypercomplex the coefficients a,-y satisfy the conditions.
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for being the coordinates of a non-oriented circle. If we orient this circle in

both ways by adjoining the proper redundant coordinates ± V — ̂ a\j, we

obtain two circles that differ only in orientation, and are called the central

circles of the special hypercomplex. If the central circles are not null, we

may write the special hypercomplex in the form

Y,ai}Vii±P^-'51aij     ,_«

±P^T^J ±^~ZTÄJ'

Theorem 5. The oriented circles of a special linear hypercomplex whose

central circles are not null make fixed supplementary angles with two oriented

circles that differ only in orientation.

No two circles that differ only in orientation can belong to the same non-

reduced linear hypercomplex. The not null oriented circles that belong to a

reduced hypercomplex fall into pairs that differ only in orientation.

By aid of (17), (20) may be written

^aij ixiZj.— XjZi) 4- a ixz) = 0,

summed over only ten terms. For convenience let us introduce ten new

numbers «y¿ defined by a;¿ = — a¡¡ and the above equation becomes

4

E auXiZj 4- aixz) — 0,
i, j=0

summed over all terms.    Set

fe = Eí«wZ¿ (* -0, 1,2,3,4).

Then (fa) = 0 and £„ £„ßn(a«) = 0.

If (z) is held fixed, the focus (a;) traces the sphere £¿ + azt and by

theorem 2, we have

Theorem 6. The oriented circles of a general linear hypercomplex upon an

arbitrary not null sphere cut an oriented circle thereof at a certain angle which

may differ for different spheres but is never a right angle.

If the angle were ever a right angle we should be able to find two oriented

circles of the hypercomplex differing only in orientation, which can only happen

when the complex is reduced. If the hypercomplex is reduced, its circles

that lie on an arbitrary sphere cut a circle thereof at right angles.

Suppose in the preceding work that (z) is null. Then (a;) and (z) are

the first and second foci of the circle ( p ). If we give ( z ) a fixed value ( a ),

then ( x ) traces the sphere

Ui = Ej aa ai + aai •

If, on the other hand, we give ( x ) a fixed value ( a ), then ( z ) traces the
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sphere

Vj = E» aii a> + aaJ —  — E* an ai + aai •

Now ( u ) and ( v ) are tangent at the point ( a ).   Hence

Theorem 7. The oriented circles of a linear non-reduced hypercomplex upon

a null sphere fall into two classes : if the vertex of the null sphere be the first focus

the second focus traces a sphere; if it be the second focus, the first focus traces a

sphere.    These two spheres are tangent to each other at the vertex of the null sphere.

The central sphere* of the hypercomplex shall be that sphere whose coordi-

nates are the five quantities ßi ( aa ).

The reasoning leading to Theorem 6 fails if £¿ = 0, or £; = Xz¡. The

former case occurs only if (z) is the central sphere. The latter case occurs

if (z) is any one of four particular null spheres. In both cases the circles of

the hypercomplex on (z) are all the null circles on (z). But in the case of

the reduced hypercomplex every circle on the central sphere belongs to the

hypercomplex.

The circles orthogonal to two spheres will pass through two points, namely

the vertices of the circle in which these spheres meet. To investigate the

circles of the hypercomplex that pass through two points we may examine those

that are orthogonal to the two spheres (0,0,0,0,1), and (0,0,0,1,0)

which need have no special relation to the hypercomplex. The conditions

imposed on the circles are that every coordinate whose subscript contains

either 3 or 4 shall be zero. These conditions carry with them the satisfaction

of (6); so that only (15) and (20) remain, and we have

Poi + P 02+ Pu + P2 = 0,        a0i poi + a02 Poi + ai2 pu + ap = 0.

These circles generate a surface. Now equation (13) is of the second order,

and if solved with these yields four solutions for ( p ), showing that four of

these circles meet an arbitrary circle ( q ). The surface in question meets a

circle as often as it meets a line, hence

Theorem 8. The oriented circles of a general linear hypercomplex through

two arbitrary points generate a two horned cyelide.

The two horns or conical points are, of course, the two fixed points through

which the circles pass.

Let 0 and 0 denote the angles that a variable oriented circle makes with two

fixed not null oriented circles (a) and (ß); and consider the oriented circles

that satisfy

A cos 0 + B cos 0 + C = 0,

* G. Koenigs, Ioc. cit., page F. 12; also G. Castelnuovo, Atti della R. Istituto

Véneto., ser. 7, vol. 2, part 1, page 861. This article is on line geometry in four dimen-

sions. But this subject is equivalent to the study of non-oriented circles in three-way space;

for a sphere may be regarded as a point of a four-dimensional space, and the pencil of spheres

through a circle will correspond to a line in four dimensions.
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where A, B, C, are constants. The oriented circles ( p ) that satisfy this

generate a linear hypercomplex, for it may be written

AT^iPi¿ + ßTßüPii + c m 0
— ap — ßp

J^lAßaa 4- Baßn] Pi, - Caßp = 0.

The central sphere of this hypercomplex is

Zi = 2ABaß ß; ( aß ) (¿ = 0,1,2,3,4).

This sphere is orthogonal to the circles (a) and (ß), for, by the identities (8)

we obtain

Y,n zn ain = 2ABaßJ2„ ain ß„ ( aß ) = - ABaßJ^n ßin ßn ( aa ) = 0

(¿ = 0,1,2,3,4);
and similarly for ( ß ).

Theorem 9. If an oriented circle so move that the cosines of its angles with

two fixed oriented circles satisfy a general linear relation, it traces a linear hyper-

complex whose central sphere is the common orthogonal sphere of the two circles.

Conversely, any linear hypercomplex can be described in this way. The

problem is, given the hypercomplex ( a ), to find two suitable oriented circles

( a ) and ( ß ). They must be orthogonal to the central sphere, by Theorem 9.

First suppose that the central sphere of the complex is not null, and take for

this sphere (0,0,0,0,1).    Then by (7) we have

«04  =  «14  =  «24  = «34  = 0 .

Also all coordinates of ( a ) and ( ß ) with the subscript 4 are zero ; and so all of

equations (6) are satisfied automatically by them except the last one. Our

problem reduces to finding ( a ) and ( ß ) such that

~Kaij 4- ßßa = aij (i, j - 0,1, 2, 3),

subject to the further conditions

ß4(aa) = ß4(/3/3) = 0.

Eliminating ( ß ) we obtain

1/V ß4(aa) - 2(X//x2)ß4(«a) =0,       X = ß4 (a«)/2ß4 (aa),

iïi(aa) 4= 0.
Hence

ßij = Qi (aa) aij — 2ß4 (aa)«i;-.

Thus (a) may be chosen and (ß) found to satisfy the demands.

Again, suppose that the central sphere of the given hypercomplex is null.

We may take for its coordinates (0,0,0,1, a/— 1 ).   Then by (7)

a34 = 0,       ai3 + a/— 1 «14 = 0 (¿ = 0,1,2).

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 17
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Similar relations will be imposed on the coordinates of (a) and (ß); and in

view of them, the first three equations of (6) are satisfied, and the last two

reduce to the same condition. Our problem reduces to exactly what it was

before, and can be solved as before. Again, if the hypercomplex is special,

the coefficients are the plücker coordinates of some circle. In this case it is

sufficient to take the (a) and (ß) cospherical and such that the central circles

of the hypercomplex belong to their (not tangent) pencil. Finally if the

hypercomplex is p = 0, it consists of all the null circles, and this generation

fails.

Theorem 10. Any linear hypercomplex except that of all null circles can be

generated in an infinite number of ways by an oriented circle so moving that the

cosines of its angles with two fixed oriented circles satisfy a general linear relation.

Let us return to the general case where the central sphere is not null, and

enquire whether the two circles can be in bi-involution.    The conditions are

doi = pa2z, ßoi = pazi, Ö03 = Pan, ß2z = paoi, ßzi = P«02,

012  = P«03,

which may be extracted from formula (14). In short, we seek a single circle

(a) such that Xa,y + p' ctki = a,y.    Hence

Xajti + p' an = aj«,        a,y = 1/(X2 — p' ) (Xa,-y — p' aa),

and we must have

0 = üi(aa) = 1/(X2 - u'2)2[X2ß4(aa) - 2Xu' 2a2y + M'2ß4(aa)].

Set

H = E«2/
ß4(aa ) '

Then there are two values of X : p' and so two values for (a) namely

a'ij = [H + V#2- 1 ] ai7 - au,        aí¡ = [H - v#2 - 1] a,7 - akl.

These two circles form a cross* If (a) is chosen as one of them (ß) must

be the other. This circle cross may be used to define the hypercomplex as

in Theorem 9, and is uniquely determined in general except, of course, for the

orientation.

By a process similar to that used to deduce Theorem 9 we have

Theorem 11. If an oriented circle move so that the ratio of its invariants

with two fixed oriented circles is constant, it describes a linear hypercomplex the

central sphere of which is the common orthogonal sphere of the fixed circles.

Can the general hypercomplex be generated in this way? As in the work

leading up to Theorem 10, we first take the central sphere of the hypercomplex

* Coolidge first defined the circle cross, these Transactions,  vol. 14 (1913), p. 149.
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(a) as (0,0, 0,0, 1), and then seek two oriented circles (a) and (ß) such

that

Xa,/ + ßßij = a{j    (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3),       Xa + ßß = a,

where

ß4(aa) = tlt(ßß) = 0,        E«l + <*2 = ZX + 02 = 0.

We can eliminate ( jS) in two ways this time and obtain

tti(ßß) = -¿ß4(a«) - 2-2ß4(aa) = 0,
ß ß

1 2X
Y,ßij 4- ß2 = -j [ Ea¿; + «2 ] - - [ E«ö «ü + o« ] = 0.

ß ß

Eliminating X from these two equations gives

[ E^i 4- a2]Qi(aa) — íli(aa)[ J^a¿j a,j 4- aa] = 0,

assuming

Qi(aa) 4= 0,        E°>7 a'J + a« 4= 0.

Hence if we take (a) as a not null circle orthogonal to the central sphere and

satisfying these conditions, another circle (ß) can be found as desired. We

find small interest in pushing the theorem to cases other than the general one.

Theorem 12. A general linear hypercomplex can be generated in an infinite

number of ways by an oriented circle so moving that its invariants with tico ori-

ented circles orthogonal to the central sphere bear a constant ratio.

7. The linear hypercongruence

The totality of oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy two independent

linear conditions is called a linear hypercongruence, namely

(21) E«*7 Vu + «p = 0,       E&tf Vu 4- bp = 0.

The hypercongruence corresponds to the intersection of SJ° and two hyper-

planes of Sio.    Hence

Theorem 13. Nine arbitrary oriented circles determine in general one linear

hypercongruence of oriented circles whose coordinates are linearly dependent on

those of the nine.

The oriented circles of a hypercongruence all belong to the pencil of linear

hypercomplexes

lij = Xa,y + ßbij,        I = \a 4- ßb.

Theorem 14. The oriented circles of a linear hypercongruence belong to one

reduced hypercomplex.

If, however, a and b are both zero, then every hypercomplex in the pencil is

reduced.
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The central sphere* of (I) is

Qi(ll) = X2ß,(aa) +2\uQi(ab) + p2Sli(bb).

Theorem 15. If two hypercomplexes have the same central sphere this is

also the central sphere of every hypercomplex of their pencil.

The proof of this theorem is immediate if the common central sphere be

taken as (0,0,0,0, 1).

Theorem 16. If two linear hypercomplexes are special, making fixed angles

with two circles, their pencil has one common central sphere orthogonal to the two

circles, unless these two circles be cospherical tchen all hypercomplexes of the pencil

are special, and consist of oriented circles making fixed angles with the circles

of the pencil determined by the two.

To prove this theorem observe that if ß,- ( aa ) = ß, ( 66 ) = 0 ( i = 0, 1,

2,3,4), then fi¿ (II) = 2\ptii (ab). And if furthermore fl¿ ( o6 ) = 0, then

Qi(ll) = 0.
Theorem 17. If one hypercomplex be special and another not, then the

central spheres of their pencil generate a coaxial system.

Theorem 18. If two linear hypercomplexes have different central spheres,

then their central spheres generate a one-parameter family whereof two are ortho-

gonal to an arbitrary sphere, called a conic series.

The envelope of the series is the cyclide

Ea(ao)äe«EOi(»)** - [Tßdab)xi]2 = 0.

If Qi(ab) = 0, (» = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), then pß.-(ao) + aß,(66) = 0. For
by means of the identities (7) and (8)

J2n ain ß„(aa ) = 0,       E« ain ®n(bb) =0

E» bin ßn ( aa ) = 0,        En o¿„ ß„ ( 66 )= 0 ,

and ß, ( aa ) and ßj ( 66 ) are determined by the same set of linear equations.

Hence the pencil of hypercomplexes have the same central sphere, or else all

of them are special.

By Theorem 6 we observe that the oriented circles of a linear hypercon-

gruence upon an arbitrary sphere cut two oriented circles thereof at fixed

angles.    Hence they are tangent to two circles in the pencil of these two.

Theorem 19. The oriented circles of a linear hypercongruence upon an

arbitrary not null sphere are properly tangent to two oriented circles thereof.

By aid of Theorem 7, we obtain

Theorem 20. The oriented circles of a linear hypercongruence upon an

arbitrary null sphere fall into two classes; if the vertex of the null sphere be the

* The central spheres of the hypercongruenee are studied by G. Castelnuovo, loc. cit.,

p. 863 ff.
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first focus, the second focus traces a circle; if it be the second focus, the first focus

traces a circle.    These two circles are tangent at the vertex of the null sphere.

Let us examine for exceptions to Theorem 19. By means of Theorem 14,

we may regard the general hypercongruence as determined by one reduced and

one non-reduced hypercomplex. But as we remarked, the reduced hyper-

complex imposes no condition upon the circles of its central sphere.    Hence

Theorem 21. The oriented circles of a general hypercongruence upon the

central sphere of the reduced hypercomplex of the corresponding pencil are those

cutting an oriented circle thereof at a fixed angle.

We observe further that the oriented circles of a non-reduced hypercomplex

upon its central sphere are all null.

Theorem 22. The oriented circles of the general hypercongruence upon the

central sphere of a non-reduced hypercomplex of the pencil are all null and their

centers trace a circle upon the sphere.

This theorem may be regarded as the limiting case of Theorem 19 where the

oriented circles are all tangent to two oriented circles that differ only in

orientation. Thus Theorem 21 mentions the only not null sphere that has a

two parameter family of the oriented circles of the hypercongruence on it.

For in every other case the reduced hypercomplex requires the circles to cut a

circle at a right angle, and the non-reduced hypercomplex requires them to

cut an oriented circle at some other angle, and these two conditions must always

be independent.

The locus of the centers of the null circles of the hypercongruence that lie

upon the series of central spheres is easily found. In the proof preceding

Theorem 6, we found that the first foci of the oriented circles of the hyper-

complex (a), which lie upon an arbitrary sphere (z), trace a certain sphere

( £ ) where

?i = 2-1i a'i zi •

Now in our case we take for ( z ) the central sphere of the general hypercomplex

of the pencil, ( I ). Then the null circles of this sphere that belong to the hyper-

complex ( a ) must have their centers lying on the sphere

fe = Ei an % ill) = Ei [X2 ßy (««) + 2XMßy (ab) 4- ß2 ßy (bb) ] atf.

By using identities (7) and (8) we obtain

ti = mEj [M«.7 P> (bb) - Uij üjiaa)].

What we wish to do is to find the locus of the intersection of ( £ ) and the

central sphere of ( I) as X : ß varies.    We need only eliminate X : ß between

i&)=0,     E,o.-(tt)*i = o,
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and we obtain the equation

[ E<7 aij ßj ( b° ) Xi f Ej ®i(aa) x¿

+ 2 [ E»ï üij ßy ( 66 ) Xi ] [ E¿; bu ßy ( aa ) xt- ] E¿ ßi (ab ) x¡

+ IE« 6« Ö> ( a« ) *i l2 Eí ß,- ( 66 ) x» = 0 .

Consider the circles of the general linear hypercongruence orthogonal to

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ) and (0,0,0,1,0), which spheres need bear no special rela-

tion to the hypercongruence. All coordinates with the subscript 3 or 4 are

zero. Conditions (6) are all satisfied because of this. We have then equations

(5), (15), and (21) to determine the remaining coordinates, which have two

solutions.    Hence

Theorem 23. Two circles of the general linear hypercongruence pass through

an arbitrary pair of points.

8. The linear complex

Oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy three independent linear relations

generate a linear complex,

(22)     Ea¿y PiJ + ap = 0,        E&«y PU + bp = 0,        Ec»7 Pa + CP = °.

These oriented circles correspond, of course, to the points of Ss° that lie in a

linear spread of seven dimensions.

Theorem 24. Eight arbitrary oriented circles determine in general one linear

complex of oriented circles ivhose coordinates depend linearly upon those of the

eight.

The oriented circles of a linear complex are common to a net of hyper-

complexes

Uj = Xa¡y + pbij + vea,        I = Xa + pb + vc.

Theorem 25.    The oriented circles of a complex belong to a pencil of reduced

hypercomplexes.

If a, 6, and c are all zero, then all hypercomplexes of the net are reduced.

The central sphere* of (/) is

Qi(tt) =X20,-(aa) + M2^(66) + v2üi(cc)

+ 2\pÜ¡ (ab) + 2X^ßi (ac) + 2pv^ (bc).

Theorem 26.    The central spheres of a linear set of hypercomplexes generate

in general a quartic congruence of spheres.

The envelope of this congruence is

Eßi ( aa ) Xi   E^< ( ab ) *<   E^¿ (ac ) *»
^¡(ba)xi    ^Qi(bb)x,    J2®i(bc)xi   =0.
J^üi(ca)xi    ^iïi(cb)xi    Eß»'(cc)z»

Theorem 27.    If three hypercomplexes have a common central sphere, then

this is the central sphere for every hypercomplex of their net.

* Central spheres are discussed by Castelnuovo, loc. cit., p. 868 ff.
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The proof is immediate on taking for the common central sphere ( 0, 0, 0,

0,1).
By Theorem 25 we may regard the complex as determined by two reduced

and one not reduced linear hypercomplex. Thus the oriented circles thereof

that lie upon an arbitrary sphere must cut two circles thereof at right angles,

and make a certain other angle with another oriented circle. Two circles do

this, hence

Theorem 28.    Two oriented circles of a complex lie upon an arbitrary sphere.

If, however, we take the central sphere of one of the reduced hypercomplexes,

its circles are subject to only the two conditions imposed by the other two

hypercomplexes, and as we proved in Theorem 19, we obtain

Theorem 29. The oriented circles of the complex upon the central sphere of

one of the reduced hypercomplexes are those properly tangent to two oriented circles.

Theorem 30. Every null circle of the complex lies on three central spheres

of the net that are mutually tangent, and when three central spheres are mutually

tangent at a point, their common null circle belongs to the complex.

The proof of this theorem comes from the fact that the null circles of the

general complex are the same as the null circles of the complex reduced by

setting a, b, and c all zero, in which every circle of the complex lies on three

central spheres.*

Consider the circles of the general complex orthogonal to (0,0,0,0,1),

which sphere need bear no special relation to the complex. All coordinates

with subscript 4 are zero. The remaining coordinates are subject to con-

ditions (21), (15), (5), and the last equation of (6) . Let us enquire how many

of them meet an arbitrary circle iq). The condition as given by (13) is quad-

ratic.    Hence we find eight solutions.

Theorem 31. The surface swept out by the oriented circles of the complex

orthogonal to an arbitrary sphere is of the eighth order, having in euclidean space

the circle at infinity as a quadruple curve.

9. The linear congruence

Oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy four independent linear equations

form a linear congruence

Ea¿; Vu + ap = 0,       Jlbij pa + bp = 0,
(23)

Ecü Vu + CP = ° >       2Jdij pa 4- dp = 0.

These oriented circles correspond to the points of S\" lying in a linear sub-

space of six dimensions, hence

Theorem 32. Seven arbitrary oriented circles determine in general one con-

gruence of oriented circles whose coordinates are linearly dependent upon those of

the seven.

* For proof of this see G. Castelnuovo, Ioc. cit., p. 870.
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The oriented circles of the congruence are common to the three-parameter

family of hypercomplexes linearly dependent upon four

lij = X«¿; + ßbij 4- vCij 4- pdij,        I = Xa + ßb + vc + pd.

By a method used to prove Theorem 3, we find that five sets of the quantities

kj satisfy equations (6). These five sets of quantities are consequently the

plücker coordinates of five non-oriented circles. This is the pentacycle of

Stephanos.* Each of these circles may be given an orientation in two ways,

whence result the theorems

Theorem 33. The general linear congruence consists in thirty-two ways of

oriented circles making a idifferent) fixed angle with each circle of a pentacycle.

Theorem 34. Oriented circles making fixed angles with four arbitrary ori-

ented circles make a fixed angle with a fifth which completes the pentacycle. If

each of the first four angles is a right angle, the fifth is also a right angle.

We observe that a two-parameter net of the hypercomplexes of (Z) are

reduced.

Theorem 35. The oriented circles of a congruence are common to a net of

reduced hypercomplexes.

Now no circle of the congruence lies on a general sphere, but the oriented

circles upon the central sphere of one of the reduced hypercomplexes are, as

we have seen, subject to only three conditions and two circles of the con-

gruence lie upon each.

Theorem 36. Two oriented circles of the congruence lie upon the central

sphere of each of the reduced hypercomplexes to which the congruence belongs.

These are all the oriented circles of the congruence. For our congruence

belongs to a reduced linear complex determined by the net of reduced hyper-

complexes mentioned in Theorem 35; and Castelnuovo has shown (loc. cit.,

p. 870) that the circles of such a complex all lie upon the net of central spheres.

The sphere ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ) will bear no special relation to the general linear

congruence, and we see that four oriented circles of the congruence are ortho-

gonal to it.

Theorem 37. Four oriented circles of a linear congruence are orthogonal to

an arbitrary sphere.

To find the locus of the first foci of the oriented circles of the congruence,

we must use the formula for determining the plücker coordinates of a circle

by means of three spheres, (r), is), and (t), orthogonal to it, namely

Tk    ri    r,

Sk     Si     s,

tk     U     tm

Now by Theorem 35, we may use in place of the hypercomplex (d) of

' C. Stephanos,  Comptes Rendus,  vol. 93.
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formula (23) a reduced hypercomplex to determine our congruence. And by

Theorem 10 this reduced hypercomplex may be written

E«<j Pa + Efrj PiJ = 0 »

where (a) and (ß) are the pliicker coordinates of two circles. Let these

two circles be determined by the two triads of spheres, ( r ), ( s ), and ( t ) ;

and ( r' ), ( s' ), and ( t' ) orthogonal to them. Furthermore let the variable

circle ( p ) be given in terms of its first and second foci, ( x ) and ( y ). The

above equation then becomes

•i'o

'Jo

r0

So

te

1   x2   x3 Xi

y*

sA

U

+

•To

I/o

r'o

So

to

x4

V4

r't

s'i

t'i

= 0.

Denote the first determinant by A and the second by A'. Besides this equa-

tion we have the first three equations of (23), which in terms of (a:) and (y)

are

E aijXlyj + a(xy) = 0,

4

E bijXiyj + b(xy) = 0,

0,

», y=o
4

E CijXiyj + c(xy)
i,j=0

where the summation is to extend over all terms. Finally, because (x) and

( y ) are null spheres, we have

(xx) = (yy) = 0.

We wish to eliminate the second focus (y) and obtain the equation of the

surface in ( x ). The first step is the pseudo-elimination of ( y ) by equating

to zero the following determinant:

ÔA      dA/
dyo     dyo

2/0

^2¡aioXi + axo

E¿ &¿o Xi + bxo

? A CiO Xi + CXo

ÔA      dA'

dyi     dyi

2/1

E»a¿i-r,-r-a.Ti

M      c)A'

dy4     dyi

2/4

^¡auXi + aXi

^ibuXi + bxi

7 j\ C¿4 Xi ~j~ Co-4

= 0.

This equation is true, but not yet free from ( y ). Let this determinant be

expressed as the sum of two determinants, the first row of one having the

elements dA/dyi, and the first row of the other dA'/dyù the last four rows being

as they stand above.    Each of these determinants may be regarded as the
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product of two matrices; for the elements of the first rows are themselves deter-

minants taken from a certain matrix of four rows and five columns.    Hence

ixy) iry) isy) (ty)

0 E«7«i7XiTj4- aixr) ■ ■ ■ E«au*<tj + a(xt)

0 Eü bij Xir¡4-b(xr) ••• 2~lu ba Xi tj4-b(xt)
0       E'7c»7Xirj4- c(xr)    ■• ■    X)«7di*<tj 4-c(xt)

ixy) (r'y) (s'y) (t'y)

0       Ew auXit'j 4-a (xr').
+     0.; ~ U<

0.Etf c«v z¿ */ + c(a;í')¡

Factoring out (xy) we have the equation.    Hence

Theorem 38. The locus of the first foci of the oriented circles of a linear

congruence is a surface of the sixth order having in euclidean space the circle at

infinity as a triple curve. The second foci trace another such locus, and the two

surfaces fall together in case the hypercomplexes determining the congruence are

all reduced.

10. The linear series

Oriented circles whose coordinates satisfy five independent linear relations

form a linear series,

2~2auPu + «p = 0,       E&«/ Vu 4-bp = 0,       Ec« Vu + cp = 0,
(24)

E^"7 Pu + dp = 0,       Eeiy Pu + eP = 0.

Theorem 39. Six arbitrary oriented circles determine in general one linear

series of oriented circles ivhose coordinates are linearly dependent on those of the

six.

The oriented circles of a linear series are common to a four-parameter

family of hypercomplexes linearly dependent on five,

hj = X«,y + ßbij 4- vcíj 4- pdij 4- aea,

I = X« + ßb 4- vc 4- pd 4- ae.

If the given five hypercomplexes are reduced, every one of this system will

be reduced, and the series will naturally be called reduced.

Theorem 40. The oriented circles of a non-reduced series belong to a three-

parameter system of reduced hypercomplexes linearly dependent on four.

By methods like those used to prove Theorem 3 we find that five members

of this three parameter family are special hypercomplexes. Their central

circles form a pentacycle, hence

Theorem 41. The oriented circles of a series make a right angle with each

circle of a pentacycle, besides satisfying another independent condition.

This pentacycle is in general unique.
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There are an infinite number of special hypercomplexes in the four-param-

eter system (I). The plücker coordinates (but not the redundant coor-

dinates) of the central circles of these are linearly dependent upon the five

sets of coefficients in (24), and so they satisfy five reduced linear equations

and generate a reduced series.    By aid of Theorem 5, we obtain

Theorem 42. The oriented circles of a general linear series make fixed

angles with the circles of a reduced series. This series contains every pentacycle

of which it contains four circles.

Five oriented circles determine in general one and only one reduced series.

The hypercomplexes (I), being linearly dependent upon five, will represent

the points of a flat four-way spread in ten dimensions. This meets SJ° in

ten points by Theorem 3. In general, the ten points in which an arbitrary

four-way spread meets S6° correspond to ten oriented circles which shall be

called a dekacycle. The general dekacycle is determined by any five of its

oriented circles, because five points determine a four-way spread; and the

other five oriented circles are linearly dependent upon the chosen five. A

special case of the dekacycle is obtained from the pentacycle by giving to

each of its circles both orientations. The five sets of coefficients in (24) repre-

sent five points in Sio, and the four-way spread linearly dependent on them

meets S6° in a dekacycle, hence

Theorem 43. The oriented circles of a general series are those that make a

null angle with each oriented circle of a dekacycle.

By Theorem 40 we may choose as reduced four of the five equations that

determine a general series.    In other words, (24) is not less general if we set

b = c = d = e = 0.
Having done this, set

a = a' — a"

and (24) may be written

E°« Pa + a' p = a" p,       E°'7 Pa = °,       • • •,   Ee»> Pa ■ 0.

Now there is a dekacycle dependent on a,y, a'; 6,,; c,y; d,y; e,y, which we may

indicate thus

afj = Xw a,y + p«* bij + ■■■ + a« e,y,        aw = X<« a'.

Hence

E^yPtf + a^P = X«a"p.

Dividing this equation by aw p we obtain

0(a(i) p) = a"/a' (k = 1, 2, 3, •■ •, 10).

Now evidently a"/a' can be made to have any value we choose.   Hence

Theorem 44.    A dekacycle can be found each of whose circles makes the
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same arbitrary angle with the oriented circles of an arbitrary series. The infinite

number of dekacycles thus determined by a given series generate a reduced series.

If the arbitrary angle is chosen as 7r/2, the dekacycle reduces to the penta-

cycle of Theorem 41, each of its circles having both orientations.

Theorem 45. A linear series contains every dekacycle of which it contains

five oriented circles. For a five-way spread contains every four-way spread

of which it contains five points.

Theorem 46. Every dekacycle belongs in general to one and only one reduced

series.

An exception occurs if the dekacycle falls into two pentacycles that differ

only in orientation, in which case an infinite number of reduced series contain

the dekacycle.

The condition that two circles intersect as given by (13) is quadratic in the

coordinates of either. Hence, by Theorem 3, twenty circles of the linear series

will meet an arbitrary circle.

Theorem 47. The oriented circles of a linear series sweep out a surface of

the twentieth order which has, in euclidean space, the circle at infinity as a ten-

fold curve.

If the series be reduced, the surface doubles upon itself and becomes one

of the tenth order, for, while twenty circles still meet an arbitrary circle, yet

these are evidently divided into ten pairs that differ only in orientation.

The condition that an oriented circle be null is linear, p = 0. Hence by

Theorem 3

Theorem 48.    There are ten null circles in a linear series.

Let ( £ ) and ( a ) be two arbitrary spheres, and consider the equation

pE'7 VU «i fe  -  Etfn Pin Vin at £y  =  0 .

On consulting (18) we observe that this equation is satisfied not only by all

oriented circles which have the first focus orthogonal to (a) but also by all

those which have the second focus orthogonal to ( £ ). Moreover this equation

is quadratic in (p), and so by Theorem 3 there are twenty oriented circles

of a general linear series that satisfy it. By symmetry ten of these lie with

the first focus orthogonal to ( a ), and the other ten with the second foci

orthogonal to ( £ ).    Hence

Theorem 49. The first foci of the oriented circles of a linear series trace a

curve of the tenth order, and so do the second foci. These two curves meet in ten

points, the centers of the null circles of the series. If the series is reduced the-

two curves coincide.

Austin, Texas,

September, 1914.


